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FEATURES:
The Lullabies Music Box is to soothe and to aid good sleep (with 10 lullabies, bird 
singing or heartbeat). The sound will turn off automatically in about 30 minutes.

The Star Projector/Mood Light brings you into a starry night atmosphere and a relaxing 
environment in the comfort of your home. You may press the LIGHT ON/OFF button 
to turn on or turn off this function. For power-saving and sleeping, it will turn off 
automatically in about 30 minutes.

Songs include: Minuet, Brahms Lullaby, Are You Sleeping, Baa Baa Black Sheep, Home 
Sweet Home, American Patrol, Mary has a Little  Lamb, Oh My Darling, London Bridge 
is Falling Down, Hush Little Baby.

Nature Sounds Include: Birds, Creek, Forest, Calm Sea Waves
Nature Sounds and Heartbeat Sound for soothing babies.

NOTES 
1.  When the sound becomes low and the light is  
    dim, replace with 3 AAA batteries. 
2. Do not mix with old and new batteries, Do not 
    mix alkaline batteries, standard (carbon-zinc)  
    batteries or rechargeable batteries.

Take off the plush part gently, and you shall see the 
battery door on the shell part. Unscrew and open 
the battery door and replace the batteries. Put back 
the battery door and make sure it is screwed tight.
Always make sure batteries are to be inserted with 
the correct polarity. Remove exhausted batteries and 
dispose of in accordance with the WEEE regulations.  

FUNCTION KEYS
LIGHT ON/OFF - To turn the mood light/star projector on or off 
SOUND SELECT - To select different sounds
SOUND ON/OFF - To turn the sound on or off 
VOLUME - To control the sound level 

Music Star Projector with Detachable and Washable Plush Body With 10 Soothing 
Lullaby Music Box

Congratulations on your owner ship of this Cute Plush star Projector with mood light 
with Soothing Lullabies. Its shell is a Star Projector which can project stars on the 
ceiling in darkness. It is also a cute night light, lighting up the close surrounding.

It is also a Soothing Lullaby Music Box with 10 popular lullabies, additional nature 
sound of bird singing and heartbeat sound to soothe babies to sleep well. These 
timeless melodies are appreciated by babies, toddlers, and young kinds. By pressing the 
‘Arrows’ button, you can choose and listen to each of the lullabies, bird singing or 
heartbeat. If you hold the ‘Arrows’ button continuously for 3 seconds, then it will play 
all 10 lullabies in sequence and auto stop in about 30 minutes.

The most important part is: 
HYGIENE! Babies tend to bite 
everything they can see and 
reach that are around them. So 
hygiene is very important. There-
fore we have designed the plush 
part to be detachable, so the 
parents can wash it separately.
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